	
  

ON TARGET

Newsletter of the Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia Issue 15 - March 2014

APERTURE

BULLET-IN
!

Having a Say

Calendar Change
This is an advance notice of a change to our
calendar. It’s a bit early yet, but it looks like the June
BRAA Match will be on swinging silhouette targets
at Cooyal. Dan aka ‘Taps’ is going to supply the
targets and run the match. Details ie number/type
targets, ranges, shots etc. will be advised as soon
as they are available. Should be lots of fun and a
great match.

You know one of the hardest things I find when producing
this newsletter is to come up with a subject for the
APERTURE column. “Strange.” people say, when I tell them
my dilemma, “you’ve always got an opinion on everything
and usually way too much to say”. Probably right too,
especially if you listen to ‘she who must be obeyed’ - but
WTF, there are way too many of us who just let the
important things go unchallenged. “You Australians are
way too apathetic” an English friend of mine once said. “you
need to get more passionate about the things that you
whinge about and do something about them” And I guess
that’s pretty true and probably mostly due to the fact that
we live in the ‘Lucky Country’ – she’ll be right mate!

!

Stock Cases
Bill thought it would be a good idea – service to
Members etc – to place a bulk order with Starline
for 45/70 & 45/90 cases.
The reply was they need a minimum order of
50,000 pieces (and an export permit).
Bill replied pointing out we are a Club not an Army.
They are actually out of stock of both sizes at the
moment due to demand and shortage of materials
(probably brass). Good plan Bill.

All reasonably true so far, but and it’s a big BUT, when
you’ve got a real problem, or when you’re back’s against the
wall give me a ‘True Blue’ anytime. There are none better,
as Rommel was supposed to have said, “If I had to take hell,
I would use the Australians to take it”. Well true quote or
urban myth, I don’t much care, I believe it anyway.

!

A new priest, born and raised in Texas, comes to
serve in a city parish and is nervous!! about hearing
confessions, so he asks the older priest to sit in on
his sessions. The new priest hears a couple of
confessions, then the old priest asks him to step
out !of the confessional for a few suggestions. !The
old priest suggests, "Cross your arms over your
chest, and rub your chin with one !hand and try
saying things like 'yes, I see,' and 'yes, go on,' and 'I
understand.' !The new priest crosses his arms, rubs
his chin with one hand and repeats all the
suggested remarks to the old priest.!! The old priest
says, "Now, don't you think that's a little better
than slapping your knee and saying, "No shit, what
happened next?"

So not wanting to get too political but I’m going to have a
say about hunting. Now before you load your guns and come
after me, just let me have my say. Firstly I DO support the
necessary culling of kangaroos, because with the clearing of
vast tracts land for grazing and crops we have provided a
massive food source, thus our normally self-regulating
kangaroo has reached plague proportions. I believe this is a
well-controlled and necessary activity. I also believe most
vehemently in the control of feral animals and there are a
few in our suburb that I would like to deal with as well, but
that’s another story. So when it comes to rabbits, foxes,
wild pigs, dear, goats, brumbies, camels and particularly
feral cats and I’ve probably left out a few – go get ‘em. You
may also note that none of these were native to Australia
and most are doing irreparably damage to our natural flora
and fauna vastly upsetting the natural order of things in
Australia.

CLASSIFIEDS
Presses For those who have contacted me regarding the
various presses advertised in the last ‘ON TARGET’ my
sincere apologies on not being able to answer any detailed
questions. They belong to a friend of a friend and we were
‘testing the water’ so to speak. The presses will be collected
and more information will be available due course. And by
the way they are all single stage presses – no multi-stage.

What I can’t really support is the term and inference of
‘recreational hunting’. Call hunting whatever you like be it
necessary
culling,
feral
animal
control,
even
hunting/fishing as a food source, but to my mind never
‘recreational’. Let’s think of a new word … how about
‘Hobson’s choice - hunting’ – look it up.
That’s my view, what’s yours? ………………...…………………. S/f
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SHOT TO BITZ
March Whiskey Shoot at Cooyal

Following is Kellie’s (slightly edited) report and pics.
Thanks also to Wendy for the special pics and movies that
arrive almost in a blink on the email. I managed to watch
the highlights almost as they unfolded.

I wasn’t able to attend the mini Quigley at Cooyal and I am
extremely grateful to Kellie, Brad and Wendy for their
inputs to our newsletter.

Everyone shot well in the Quigley (at Cooyal) match and on
smaller targets!

Wow! Check out Brad’s new target. Modelled on the Quigley,
Montana targets this target is a beaut. Great work Brad and
judging from the results, I think you must have a special
empathy with the steel.

Brad took out the match with Possibles (i.e. 8/8) at four
ranges out of six, 90% accuracy, and only five misses for a
score of 43/48. Gavin was hot on his heals with 41/48
(85% accuracy). …. Great maths Kellie …. S/f

And it looks like Jim has his heart in the right place too. He’s
obviously been busy with the buffalo target heart. Try and
knock that one off guys!’’ G’on ya Jim.

Five distances (600yrds through 350yrds off hand) and a
variety of targets were shot on Saturday. At the end of day
one there were four shooters in a close race for the title
with only the 805yrds on the buffalo remaining for day
two. Brad sealed the deal with the only possible at that
range. … Just why did you sell him that gun Gavin?... .S/f

The off-hand challenge at 350yrds was aimed at the
rectangle target. Gavin lead the pack with 6/8 and the title.
……. Must be that little light-weight pop-gun Ha! … S/f

What a picture – thanks’ guys.

Great fun was had by all over the weekend.

And thanks to you guys that helped Jim and Brad with the
installation on Friday before the match. I wish I had been
there.
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6
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4
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2
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7

0
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8

THE SIDE EVENT –

there was no side event this
match due to the extra distances shot.
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ON THE LINE
The match will kick off on Sunday morning at 9:00 at 1000
yds but be early to register. Depending on attendances it is
expected to complete 1000, 800 and 600 yard events on
Sunday and the remaining on Easter Monday – final decision
will be made on the day.

Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject
to change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event.
It is also advisable to check this calendar with each issue
of “On Target”
CALENDAR 2014
Jan.
25/26 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e LA 3 o/h
Feb.
22/23 Cooyal “P” 6,4,2+8 s/e Pistol tba
Mar.
22/23 Cooyal Quigley “B” Six Dist. tba (no side
event)
April
20/21 Canberra “P” s/e SSAA Silhouette tbc
May
24/25 Nioka Champagne s/e Shotgun Clays
June
28/29 Cooyal “P” Silhouette s/e Q /Bucket
July
26/27 Cooyal “P” 7,5,3+9 s/e Swap meet
Aug.
23/24 Cooyal “B” 6,4,2+8 s/e R’fire (any cal)
Sept.
27/28 Nioka B/Dixon+AGM s/e LA 3 o/h
Oct.
25/26 Cooyal “B” Buffalo s/e Shotgun Clays
Nov.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 6,7,8+9 s/e Pistol tba
Dec.
No match.

Range fees are $50 payable on signing in at the range.
A cooked breakfast and lunch will be available on the range
for $5 each on Sun and Mon. subject to your advice of
attendance one week prior to the event. If arriving on
Saturday you will need to bring your own lunch. Dinner will
be available at the Eagle Hawk Pub on Saturday and Sunday
night meeting at 7:00 PM.

NOTE! For catering purposes it is essential to
advise any one of the Committee Members of
your attendance at any match at least a week
prior to any event. No advice – no meals!
Camping and bunkhouse facilities are free on the range. The
bunkhouse has basic facilities and you will need to bring
linen, pillows and blankets or sleeping bag. The ablutions
block has clean toilets and hot showers.

Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

SSAA Range Metal Silhouette Match
We have been hoping to run a BPCR Silhouette match on the
Saturday afternoon on the SSAA range next to Majura Park
Rifle Club. Unfortunately the SSAA people who would need to
run the match will all be unavailable at Easter. We have not
given up yet and if we can find someone to look after us we
will advise at once.

The next BRAA shoot will be our ‘Federal Shoot’ at the
Majura Range in Canberra on the Easter Weekend

April 20-21.
The Majura Range is situated 10 minutes from the heart of
Canberra. Take the exit from Federal Hwy at Majura Road
and proceed east. About 1 km turn left into Range Lane to
Hector McIntosh Grove and follow your nose.

So as it now stands, we will meet for dinner in the Pub on the
Saturday night at 7.00 o’clock and the match will start with a
briefing at 8.30 on Sunday in the Range Clubhouse.

We will be shooting on paper targets at 1000 yds, 800 yds,
600 yds, 400 yds and 300 yds (off-hand). Scoring will be 3
points for a target hit on white, 5 points for the black centre
and 10 points for the orange ‘bull’. There will be 5 sighters
(if required) and 10 scoring shots per distance, a maximum
of 75 rounds.

Coming Up
And start planning for the May Champagne Shoot at
Nioka, should be a great match and bring your shotty for the
clay shoot side event. If you don’t have one, bring some
shotgun shells and borrow one of ours.
Good days and many more to come
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BISON TALES

GUNSMITH

Sand Creek Massacre – Part 2 …. cont.

The Ideal/ Lyman 310 tool ……. revisited

Col. John Chivington arrived at Fort Lyon on November 28
1864 with over 850 men. To keep his plans secret, he halted
outgoing mail and restricted everyone to the fort. He left
Fort Lyon that night with about 675 men and four 12
pounder mountain howitzers. The column headed to Sand
Creek, navigating by the North Star.

Having long wanted an original style mould and loading tools
to go with my Sharps, it only followed that I would be
interested in the original Ideal - Lyman 310 reloading tool.
Produced in large and small handle varieties, with both steel
and alloy handles it has been in production for many many
years. Long before bench mounted , 7/8 x 14” die presses
were the norm, many a cowboy or buffalo runner, would have
been piecing together his ammunition with one of these little
beauties. It was actually quite ‘ state of the art’ when
introduced at the time and for small scale reloaders, was
quite a handy tool.
Lyman still lists both large and small handles in their
catalogue , although the current list of available die calibres
is far less extensive.
.. Well I’m still in search of a modern made ‘traditional’ mould
but in the mean time appear to have solved the problem of
the 310 tool, thanks mainly to Rick Morrill of the 310 Shop
in Denton, Texas.
Wanting a readily portable reloading tool, the 310 seemed
ideal but of course I wanted it for 44 x 2 1/4” Sharps...and
310 dies for that calibre are few and far between. Or so I
thought. Having once again spent way too much time on the
internet , I managed to find out about Rick and
www.310Shop.com. A few emails later and my order was in .
The tool and dies arrived a month or so later in an original
Lyman box and with all the required instructions. The
handles furnished with my set were refurbished originals
and refinished in a brown colour similar to finishes of old.
For those not familiar with the 310 tool, it consists firstly of
hinged set of steel levers, similar to a nut cracker. This tool
has a claw on the inside of one side and a machined threaded
collar on the opposite arm to accept the fine dimension dies.
There are five dies in the set comprising. 1. decapper, 2. neck
sizer, 3. expander, 4. priming station and finally 5. the
seating die. There isnt the leverage available in these tools to
full length resize but it wasnt necessary back in the late
1800‘s and certainly preferable to neck size only now for
target work .
There is no listing for a compression die if it was required
but an email to Rick would no doubt have one turned up for
you in no time and would likely fit in place of the expander
plug. He currently lists 44/77, 45/ 70, 50/70 and 50/90 for
his large handles and the dies themselves are slightly larger
than the standard 310 spec. dies. The handles themselves
are stamped with the calibre. I’m sure a 45/90 would only be
a phone call and a few emails away for any that may be
interested. He has an extensive list of obsolete cartridge dies
( incl. 40/65 WCF for standard 310 tool) and also
contemporary high velocity cartridges as well.
I’ve found them to be a very efficient method of portable
reloading but their history is probably more important. It is
believed their first incarnation was in the late 1880’s, so
they werent at Adobe Walls but I bet a few were seen at
target ranges into the early 20’s and 30’s. !
Why not check out the website and see if anything there
‘floats your boat’ !
……………………… “see you when the sights are down” ….. J.B.

The alarm went through the village. Peace Chief Black
Kettle raised a U.S. flag and a white flag of truce, signals of
peaceful intentions. Men gathered weapons and young
herders moved the pony herds. Women, children and
elderly began their evacuation up the dry creek channel and
onto the plains. Cheyenne chiefs Black Kettle, White
Antelope and Standing In The Water with Arapaho chief
Left Hand, walked toward the mounted soldiers to ask for a
parley. Cavalrymen crossed the creek firing into them and
the village. All but Black Kettle were killed or mortally
wounded.
Chivington arrived with the artillery at the edge of the
village. He gave the order to fire then moved the howitzers
upstream. As soldiers scattered over many square miles,
command and control were soon lost and soldiers died in
their own crossfire. The Colorodo 3rd Regiment, a group of
100 day U.S. Volunteers lost all unit integrity. Soon
individuals and small squads chased after Indians in all
directions. Captain Soule’s and Lieutenant Cramer’s units of
the 1st Regiment refused to fire, standing down and
remaining in formation.
Of the 100 fighting-age men in the camp, some formed lines
of battle, trying to cover those fleeing. Into the early
afternoon soldiers poured a relentless fire into stragglers
until their ammunition ran out. Most who surrendered were
executed. The treeless streambed provided little cover.
Groups of villagers dug pits in the riverbed in a desperate
attempt to escape bullets. These “sand pits” proved
worthless against almost point-blank howitzer fire. Most of
the women, children and elderly who were killed lost their
lives in the sand pits.
Soldiers pursued Indians fleeing over the prairie, riding
down and killing those they found. When the firing ended,
165 to 200 Cheyenne and Arapaho people were killed – twothirds of them were women, children, and elderly. Another
200 were wounded or maimed. Of the army’s 675 soldiers
about 16 were killed and 70 wounded.
The next day some soldiers looted, scalped, and mutilated
the dead. After ransacking and burning the camp, they left
the site bearing human body parts as trophies and 600
horses, scattering the rest of the herd. Surviving Cheyenne
and Arapaho people, many of them wounded, hid during the
days, making their way north in frigid weather to
encampments on the Smoky Hill River.
The effects of the attack reverberated for years profoundly
unsettling the Cheyenne and Arapaho people. Several bands
and their cultural traditions were essentially destroyed.
Losses left many families without providers and children
without parents. Thirteen Cheyenne chiefs and one Arapaho
chief were killed along with any chances of peace, damaging
the traditional governing council for generations. The
treachery of the attack damaged the credibility of
remaining Peace Chiefs like Black Kettle, gaining recruits to
the warrior societies. Across the plains, Cheyenne warriors
declared all out war.
Reference:
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